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Introduction
In the previous chapter, we work towards the goal of using solar power to electrochemically
reduce CO2 (CO2RR) to formate or higher order reduction products.1-3 In this chapter, we
continue that work through systematic modification to understand why so few catalysts are able
to complete this reaction selectively, as competition by proton reduction leading to the hydrogen
evolution reaction (HER) is often present.4,5 Two notable successful exceptions stand out:
(POCOP)Ir ([C6H3-2,6-[OP(tBu)2]2]IrH2), as made by Meyer and Brookhart6-9 and the
mechanism described in the previous chapter, and [Fe4N(CO)12]–, as made by Berben and
coworkers10. Both catalysts are able to reduce CO2 to formate in water without significant
competition from HER. In the case of (POCOP)Ir, Faradaic efficiency of 93% is acheived, with
the competing HER shown to occur at the electrode rather than the Ir catalyst.8 Berben sees
96% Faradaic efficiency in [Fe4N(CO)12]– clusters.10 Despite the selectivity of the parent
compound, substitution of the N atom for carbon in the tetrairon clusters exclusively produces
H2.
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Our group recently studied the mechanism for CO2RR by (POCOP)Ir via density

functional theory (DFT) with the goal of understanding its impressive selectivity, showing that
hydrogen production was limited by high kinetic barriers for protonation of the Ir dihydride.12
In both Berben and our studies, hydricity, or the ability of a hydride donor to give up a hydride,
was calculated, either experimentally or computationally. When compared to another hydricity,
it can indicate the thermodynamic driving force for donation from a hydride donor to a hydride
acceptor. The hydricity of a transition metal complex can be obtained through a variety of
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methods, though most recent measurements involve use of a thermodynamic cycle.5 They are
also often referenced to the reaction of a proton and a hydride to make H2.13 These
measurements are also often made at equilibrium, so little indication of a H– transfer rate is
made, though occasionally kinetic hydricities have been measured.14 Hydricities as a design
principle have been used previously, both in catalyst design15-19 and in understanding the effect
of experimental conditions.20-22 In order to donate a hydride to CO2 to make formate, the
hydricity of the compound must be less than 24 kcal/mol, or the hydricity of the CO2/HCOOcouple. Theoretically, however, no lower bound to this range exists, except that too low a
hydricity represents unnecessary energy input into the system. The hydricity of (POCOP)Ir in
water was calculated to be 18.6 kcal/mol, (referenced to a DGwater(H+ + H– à H2) = 34.2
kcal/mol13). Experimentally, the hydricities of the [Fe4N(CO)12]– and [Fe4C(CO)12]2– complexes
were calculated to be 15.5 and <15 kcal/mol, respectively.11 Since the carbon analog catalyst did
evolve hydrogen, Berben and coworkers proposed a “formate window”. This window
establishes a lower bound to the range of suitable hydricities by suggesting that in complexes
with hydricities lower than 15 kcal/mol, selectivity for CO2RR over HER would be lost
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driving force for HER would be too strong. Previous (POCOP)Ir work appears to support this,
as a monohydride anion complex on the path of CO2RR has a calculated hydricity of 5.4
kcal/mol and sees faster protonation than CO2RR (DG‡HER = 6.3 kcal/mol vs DG‡CO2RR=13.8
kcal/mol), though hydrogen evolution is limited by isomerization to the Ir dihydride.12 If indeed
a hydricity range for kinetically preferred CO2RR exists, this could become a powerful screening
tool for both experiment and theory to predict selective CO2RR catalysts.
R
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E
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Figure 4.1: POCOP-Ir is substituted in the para position (R) with NH2, -OH, -Me, -H, and -CF3 , the arm groups (E) with -CH2 and O and the ipso position (X) with -C and -N to change the electronic
structure of the catalyst.

In order to probe this possibility, the barriers for hydride transfer to CO2 and protonation of the
hydride in a series of modified tridentate pincer ([p-R-C5XH3-2,6-[EP(tBu)2]2]) complexes have

been calculated. One strength of using pincers is that their highly modular nature enables
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them to be methodically altered. In particular, substitution in the para position on the phenyl
ring can change the electronic structure in the metal center in an isolated manner without
significantly changing the steric interactions at the reaction center.23 Computational studies in
both substituted pincers and other complexes have been previously used to investigate a variety
of catalytic processes, including hydrogen evolution24, hydrogenation25, C-H activation26,27, and
water-splitting28. Experimentally, substituted POCOP catalysts have been used to study silane
dehydrocoupling29 and dehydrogenation26. The substituted R-POCOP pincer can be seen in
Figure 4.1. Various R groups (R = -NH2, -OH, -Me, -H, -CF3) were chosen to represent a range
of Hammett constants (sp between -0.66 and 0.54)30 to probe both electron donating and
withdrawing effects. These complexes will be used in particular for the hydricity studies.
Calculated hydricities of these compounds can be seen in Table 4.1, where they span the range
21.1 to 15.2 kcal/mol. In addition to kinetic effects, electronic effects on acetonitrile (MeCN)
coordination and intermediate energies will be investigated.
For understanding general effects, pincer ligands can also be modified in the ipso position (X in
Figure 4.1), substituting the phenyl ring for other aromatic (or non-aromatic31) rings, as well as
the arms (E). Prior work has investigated the use of both (POCOP)Co12,32 and for use in CO2RR,
while experimental work has investigated (PONOP)Ir for use in C-H bond cleavage.33 Here, we
will investigate (PENEP)Co (E = CH2, O) catalysts, then compare to (PONOP)Ir.
While some of these systems have been made experimentally29,34,35, it is important to note that
these pincers are primarily toy systems.
Methods
All geometry optimizations, frequency and solvation calculations were carried out using the
B3LYP functional36 and with a 2-ζ basis set and the Los Alamos small core potential on iridium
and 6-311G** basis set on organics.37,38 Single point electronic calculations were completed with
the M06 functional.39 The LACVP**++ basis set was used in iridium with augmented f-functions
and diffuse functions.40 All organic atoms used the 6-311G**++ basis set.41 Solvation in water
was modeled using the Poisson-Boltzmann polarizable continuum model using a dielectric
constant of 80.37 and probe radius of 1.40 Å. In order to calculate the free energy of acetonitrile
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in water, the 1 atm ideal gas free energy of MeCN was computed using appropriate statistical
mechanical methods and empirical free energies of vaporization (2.45 kcal/mol42) was
subtracted. Solvation of formate in water was taken from experiment.43
In the case of (PENEP)Co catalysts, B3LYP-D3, the dispersion corrected functional was used.44
Solvation for these complexes in acetonitrile via the Poisson Boltzmann polarizable continuum
model used a dielectric constant of 37.5 and a probe radius of 2.19 Å. The free energy of 1 M
acetonitrile was computed using the appropriate statistical mechanics formulae, and the
empirical free energies of vaporization (1.27 kcal/mol, derived from the vapor pressure42,45) was
subtracted. The chemical potential of H+(1M) in MeCN was the ideal gas free energy (H-TS =
5/2 kT – (298K)(26.04 e.u.46) = -6.3 kcal/mol) minus the free energy of hydration
(DG(1atm→1M) = 264.0 kcal/mol47) plus the transfer free energy DG(1M, aq→1M, MeCN) =
5.7 kcal/mol48]. The formally “Co0” solvent complexes are best described as high spin, cationic
CoI centers antiferromagnetically coupled to radical anionic pyridine ligands. The approximate
projection scheme proposed by Yamaguchi49 was applied (using the large basis, unsolvated
wavefunctions) to correct electronic energies of the unrestricted doublets for spincontamination from the higher-energy quartet state, S2 values of the broken-symmetry doublets
ranged from 1.50 to 1.65, leading to corrections of up to 3.2 kcal/mol. Wavefunctions for CoII
and CoI states did not suffer spin contamination.
Free energies were calculated by the following equation:
𝐺 = 𝐸9DE + 𝐺FGHI + 𝐸JKL + 𝐻I2M + 𝐻NO − 𝑇 𝑆I2M + 𝑆RHRS + 𝑆NO
In this equation, EM06, Gsolv, and EZPE are the single point electronic energy, free energy of
solvation, and zero-point energy correction, respectively. Hvib and HTR (12/2 kBT) are the
vibrational and translational/rotational enthalpies respectively, while Svib,, Selec, and STR represent
the vibrational, electronic, and translational/rotational entropies. Gas phase translational and
rotational entropies were modified by corrections suggested by Wertz in order to be used in
solvent.50 Transition state calculations were validated by the presence of imaginary modes in
analytical frequency calculations. All calculations were carried out in Jaguar.51
Hydricities were calculated using the free energy from the following equation:
LIr(H)2(NCMe) + H+(1M) + MeCN(l) à LIr(H)(NCMe)2+ + H2(1 atm)
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where L is the modified pincer ligand. In order to calculate the free energy of the proton in
solution for hydricity calculations, we are using the value established by Tissandier and
coworkers.47 In the previous chapter12, we have referenced hydricities to the H2/H+ couple, but
for the sake of comparison to experimental systems we are referencing hydricities to the free
energy of the formation of hydrogen from a proton and a hydride (34.2 kcal/mol in water), in
accordance with recommendations set forth by Connelly et al.13 These are the same values used
by Berben and coworkers.11
Results and Discussion
Effect of Modification on Pathways and Hydricity
Low energy pathways for the CO2RR and protonation of the ground state (H-POCOP)Ir
complex have been previously modeled12 and will serve as the template for mechanistic steps in
the modified complexes. Free energy surfaces for three representative compounds (X= NH2, H,
and CF3) can be seen in Figure 4.2, with all pincer complexes represented in Appendix B in the
Supporting Information. The complexes whose pathways are shown in Figure 4.2 were chosen
because they are the most electron donating/withdrawing groups according to Hammett
constant. The pathway for CO2RR is shown moving from Mol 1 (in the center) to the right.
MeCN first coordinates to form Mol 1b, after which the hydride can be abstracted in TS 1. The
subsequent formato complex, bound through the hydride, is shown in Mol 2. In water, the
formate ion can be solvated and thus dissociates to form Mol 3. Finally, a second MeCN
molecule can coordinate to form the octahedral complex Mol 4, which can then undergo a two
electron reduction and protonation to regenerate Mol 1.12 In comparing the different ligands,
one can see that the more electron donating pincer, NH2-POCOP, disfavors acetonitrile
coordination the most, while in the CF3-POCOP pincer, coordination is favorable by 1.2
kcal/mol. This effect will be discussed vide infra. TS 1 is also affected by the electronic effects in
the pincer, with the most electron-withdrawing pincer providing the lowest overall barrier at
16.3 kcal/mol, though this is quite close to the barrier for the parent complex (16.9 kcal/mol).
Electron donation into the pincer raises the barrier, though likely due to the increased energy
required for coordinating MeCN.
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Figure 4.2: Pathways for CO2 reduction and hydrogen adduct
formation are shown for three representative pincer complexes (RPOCOP, X = NH2, H, CF3). Free energies in kcal/mol.

Intermediates along the pathway to protonation by water are also shown in Figure 4.2, moving
from Mol 1 in the center to the left. Again, the first step along this pathway is coordination by
MeCN. This is followed by protonation by an external four-water cluster (use of which is
previously justified12,52,53 and is seen in Appendix A.3), represented by TS 2. This forms an H2
adduct, seen in Mol 5, which can be released to form the bis-MeCN complex Mol 4’. Again,
this complex can undergo a two electron reduction and protonation to regenerate Mol 1. The
lowest barriers again belong to the CF3-POCOP analogue, at 22.0 kcal/mol. This is 7.3 kcal/mol
lower than the NH2-POCOP analogue. The energy of the H2 complex Mol 5 is also affected by
the para substituent group, with the energy of the electron donating pincer complexes having
the highest energy. This again may be attributed to the coordination of MeCN in the axial
position.
Both pathways are initiated by the coordination of MeCN in the equatorial position to form Mol
1b.12 The free energy of the formation for all para substituted analogues of Mol 1b plotted versus
Hammett constants (s) of the substituted functional group is shown in Figure 4.3. Linear
correlation between the energy for coordinating MeCN in the equatorial position and the
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Hammett constant of the para substituted group, shown in Figure 4.3a, implies a strong trans
influence. The more electron-withdrawing complexes encourage the coordination of MeCN,
even driving this energy below zero in the case of CF3-POCOP, by reducing competition for
the orbital shared by the ipso carbon in the pincer and MeCN in the equatorial position. This in
turn allows for easier donation by the lone pair of MeCN. This trans influence has been noted
in other pincer complexes with para substitutions29 and in iridium complexes with the same
functional groups sans pincer directly trans to the equatorial position.26 In their work with four
and five coordinate complexes with monodentate ligands, Goldman and coworkers showed that
little effect is seen unless ligands are directly trans to the substituted ligand.26 However, as the
pincer complexes are tridentate, the electronic effect of the para substitution may be more widely
felt by all octahedral positions. This is significant because the relevant H– is in the cis position.
This is evident in the HOMO diagrams of the CF3-POCOP and NH2-POCOP analogues of
Mol 1b, wherein the p-system of the phenyl ring in the pincer mixes into a combination of the
dxy orbital and s orbitals of the hydrides, as shown in Figure 4.3. The NH2-POCOP analogue
shows greater extension into the p-system, even extending into the lone pair of the NH2 group.
The CF3-POCOP pincer shows greater localization onto the para carbon alone.

a.

b.

Figure 4.3: HOMO orbitals of a. CF3-POCOP and b. NH2-POCOP
dihydride. Both analogues show mixing of the p-system of the phenyl
ring with the dxz orbitals of the metal.

To separate the geometric effect from the electronic effect of coordinating MeCN, the single
point, large basis electronic energy of Mol 5’ (without the MeCN in the equatorial position, with
H2 trans to H–) was calculated. This was compared to the electronic energy of Mol 5. The results
show little change in the energy (< 2 kcal/mol) of the electronic energy for the different
substituent groups relative to the energy for coordination, implying that the geometric effect of
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moving the H2 and hydride trans to one another is minimal. Additionally, Figure 4.4 also
shows the correlation between sm Hammett parameters and the free energy of Mol 1b. The use
of sm should remove the effect of p delocalization and resonance and limit the effect to
electronegativity effects only. A weaker correlation is seen here, implying that both resonance
contributes more strongly and backbonding to the MeCN groups is at play. Backbonding refers
to the donation from the d orbitals of the metal back into the p orbitals of the organic ligand,
opposite the direction of sigma bonding. Backbonding was previously proposed as important in
the coordination of acetonitrile6 and this work supports that. The impact of these para
substituted groups is important especially since MeCN coordination is a key step in CO2RR by
(POCOP)Ir.12
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Figure 4.4: Free energy for coordination of acetonitrile versus para
(a.) and meta (b.) Hammett constants show that more electron
withdrawing group favor acetonitrile coordination.
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The substitution of the para position in the pincer allows a range of hydricities to be achieved,
as shown in Table 4.1. These hydricities allow us to span much of the range of hydricities
proposed by Berben et al. that make up the “formate window”. One begins by plotting the
Hammett constants versus calculated hydricities. This can be seen in Figure 4.5.

Table 4.1: Hammett constants and calculated hydricities
Hammett Constant
(sp)

Hammett Constant
(sm)

Calc’d Hydricity
[kcal/mol]

NH2

-0.66

-0.16

17.4

OH

-0.37

0.12

17.3

CH3

-0.17

-0.07

15.1

H

0.00

0.00

18.6

CF3
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0.43

21.0
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Figure 4.5: Calculated hydricity as a function of para and meta
Hammett constants.
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One can see good linear correlation between sp and hydricity, with the general trend that
electron withdrawing groups lead to less hydridic compounds. Better correlation between sp and
the calculated hydricities than between sm and hydricities imply that this is largely a resonance
effect, which can be seen in the previously discussed Figure 4.4.
Hydricities can also be compared to the energies of TS 1 and TS 2. This can be seen in Figure
4.6. It is important to note that all hydricities and barriers are calculated from Mol 1b for the
sake of consistency. Again, calculated scatter is quite large, particularly in the case of TS 2, where
no clear trend can be seen. This can be attributed to a number of sources, including the extra
degrees of freedom involved in protonation from the water cluster. However, even in the
relatively simpler reaction with CO2 (TS 1), little correlation is seen.
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Figure 4.6: Transition states for hydride abstraction by CO2 (TS 1,
green) and protonation of hydride (TS 2, blue) as a function of
hydricity.

While electron withdrawal aids in the initial coordination of MeCN, once MeCN is in the
equatorial position, transition state barriers are decreased by electron donating groups.
Additional electron density at the metal center may help to break the strong Ir-H bond. From
Mol 1b, the formation of Mol 4/4’ is also generally more exergonic for the electron donating
groups. Just as solvation of formate by solvent can affect the hydricity,12 the more exergonic
formation of Mol 4 also provides extra thermodynamic driving force to make electron donating
group complexes more hydridic. Increasing hydricity (less thermodynamic driving force)
corresponds with higher barriers overall, which would be expected from the Bell-Evans-Polanyi
principle.54 However, the fact that protonation, which should have a larger driving force, still has
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higher barriers overall across the range of hydricities is puzzlingly not in accord with this
principle. Despite modifications meant to make this catalyst more reactive to protons, we still
see kinetically unfavorable protonation relative to CO2 reduction and little indication that the
trend is changing.
Modification of the ipso position
(PENEP)Co catalysts
In work done in conjunction with David Shaffer (now of Brookhaven National Lab) and Prof.
Jenny Yang of University of California, Irvine, (PENEP)Co (E = CH2, O) catalysts were
investigated for their use in CO2RR (seen in Scheme 4.1).55 Experimentally, no reaction with the
CoI analogue of these catalysts were seen. However, upon a second reduction event, the
(PCNCP)Co analogue did see reaction with CO2, forming what was spectroelectrochemically
identified as a CO bond. This CO adduct of (PCNCP)Co was prepared independently as
validation of the carbonyl adduct. Protons are necessary for these compounds to reduce CO2 to
CO and H2O, which again presents the possibility of competition with HER. Experimentally,
the pKa of (PCNCP)Co was determined to be between 3 and 6 pKa units, but was difficult to
pin down due to the complexes’ instability. Therefore, computational methods were employed
to gauge the relative intermediate energies involved with a CO2 versus H+ reduction pathway.
Free energies for the reaction of solvento complexes with CO2 and protons can be seen in
Scheme 4.1. For both PCNCP and PONOP ligands, the CoI and CoII complexes lowest in free
energy contain two acetonitrile molecules. The second solvent molecule is weakly bound, by
2.2 kcal/mol relative to liquid MeCN for the PONOP (Mol 8) complex. Crystals of related
(PNNNP)Co catalysts contain only one bound acetonitrile. The computed association energies
are less than the accuracy of DFT free energies, but it is physically reasonable that the weakly
bound solvent was liberated by the (drying procedure) used to isolate the crystals. It is
thermodynamically unfavorable for the CoII complexes (Mol 7a and Mol 7c) to react with CO2,
as in both ligands it is uphill by at least 20 kcal/mol to form the CO2 complex. CO2 forms a
loosely bound complex at the equatorial position through the oxygen. In the PCNCP ligand, the
Co-O bond length is calculated to be 2.10 Å and in PONOP the bond length is 2.12 Å.
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It is also unfavorable for CoI (Mol 8a and Mol 8c) to react with CO2, and only weakly
coordinated complexes form, similar to the CoII case. Protonation of CoI by HDBU (DBU =
1,8- diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene) is also highly endergonic. However, protonation to form
[(PCNCP)CoIIIH(NCCH3)2]+2 from Mol 8a is accessible with strong acids, giving a calculated
pKa close to the value experimentally measured above. However, Mol 8c is calculated to be
much less basic, and protonation is not accessible in CH3CN.
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Scheme 4.1: Calculated pKa values and CO2 binding energies for the
reduction of [(PCNCP)Co] and [(POCOP)Co].

At more negative potentials, the CoI cations can be further reduced, as is seen experimentally.
While the calculated reduction potentials do not capture the exact values, they do capture the
ligand trend. In both PCNCP and PONOP, two kinds of low-energy, formally Co0 structures

were identified (Mol 9a and 9c).
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When zero, one or two acetonitrile molecules are

coordinated to a neutral (PCNCP)Co moiety through nitrogen, the wavefunction consists of a
triplet CoI cation antiferromagnetically coupled to a radical anion ligand with spin distributed
around the pyridine ring. The PCNCP ligands can thus become ‘redox active’,56,57 but not under
conditions for neutral-pH, low-overpotential CO2 reduction. A few kcal/mol lower in free
energy, however, lie neutral (PCNCP)Co(h1-C MeCN) complexes incorporating a p-bound
solvent molecule. The Mulliken population on bound MeCN (-0.75e-) and C-N and Co-C bond
lengths (1.23Å and 1.95Å, respectively) suggest the description of CoII metallacycle. That various
isomers lie within 8 kcal/mol of one another underscores how the reduced metal can change
coordination at the metal center.
These neutral complexes can react with CO2, as it is exergonic by 7.1 kcal/mol in PCNCP and
12.9 kcal/mol in PONOP to do so. This mirrors the experimental findings of this paper, which
indicate that reactions with CO2 occur after the second reduction. With the extra electron density
provided by the second reduction, the lone pair from Co is donated into the π* orbital of the
CO2, bending the CO2 adduct. This is similar to the bonding which occurs with the bent MeCN
adduct. The competing reaction with protons is also favorable. At pH = 24.3, reacting with
protons is exergonic by 7.0 kcal/mol in PCNCP and 10.6 in PONOP.
(PONOP)Ir
While no reaction except at very negative potentials with (PONOP)CoI is seen, it may still be
possible for reaction with (PONOP)IrIII dihydride. Previously, Brookhart and coworkers saw
evidence of C-H bond cleavage in reactions with benzene.33 Thus, the reaction of CO2 with (RPONOP)Ir was investigated using the same mechanism as previously seen for (POCOP)Ir12,
where X = NH2, CH3, H, and CF3. First, the coordination of MeCN to form Mol 1b was
investigated, as shown in Table 4.2. While in POCOP the trans conformation was preferred12,
this was not the case in all variations of the R-PONOP ligand. Instead, the cis conformation was
preferred by as much as ~10 kcal/mol in the most electron-donating case of X = NH2 and ~8
kcal/mol in the most electron-withdrawing case of X = CF3. CO2RR was investigated from the
cis conformation, but no stable formato complex could be found from either the axial or
equatorial hydride, unlike in the POCOP analogues. When the hydricities of these complexes
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are compared, it is easy to see why. The cis isomer has acetonitrile and pyridine groups trans to
each hydride. Neither is as good a donor as the hydride or the phenyl ring26 thus the
characteristically strong iridium hydride bond cannot be broken. This is reflected in the hydricity,
which is 8.6-13.4 kcal/mol too weak to donate to the CO2/HCOO– couple. These catalysts
would not be effective in this manner for CO2 reduction. It is important to note that another
CO2RR pathway may exist, but that in the case of the dihydride in the presence of acetonitrile,
coordination would likely result in the best case, a thermodynamic sink, and in the worst case,
hydrogen evolution. In a computational study with a (PCNCP)Ir catalyst, hydrogenation was
achievable in both in the case of a trihydride and in the case of a coordinating hydroxyl group in
the equatorial position.58 This further underlines the importance of a strong trans donor in
weakening the iridium hydride, as the trihydride is necessary to ensure weakening of the Ir-H
bond.

Table 4.2: Free energies for coordination of MeCN to (R-PONOP)Ir complexes.
R group
R

O P(tbu) 2
N Ir H
O P(tbu)H2

DGcis [kcal/mol]

Hydricity

H

NCCH 3

[kcal/mol]

Ir NCCH 3
H

Ir H
H

DGtrans [kcal/mol]

NH2

7.2

-3.3

32.6

CH3

5.6

-1.3

32.6

H

5.0

-3.4

34.1

CF3

8.2

0.1

37.4

Conclusions
In this study, we investigated the role of modifications on the pincer ligand, both for
understanding the relationship between hydricity and kinetics, and general catalytic mechanisms,
in (PEXEP)Ir and Co catalysts. Overall, the best candidates for low or accessible barriers
involved those with more electron donation to the metal center, as this was important for
weakening the Ir-H bond sufficiently for reaction. That being said, electron withdrawal was
important in (R-POCOP)Ir catalysts as it allowed for coordination of MeCN. In the case of the
dihydride, a strong trans influence on the relevant hydride is key in CO2 reduction from Ir

catalysts, as it further weakens the Ir-H bond, allowing for hydride abstraction. In the case of
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PENEP catalysts, neither metal centers are able to complete electrocatalytic CO2RR without
going to very negative potentials, or forming a trihydride, further underlining the importance of
electron donation and trans effect. Future work in this area involves expanding the data set
investigating the relationship between hydricity and barrier height. I propose using several
different para substituents, particularly in towards the direction of electron donating groups
(BH2, NMe2). This will expand the range of hydricities achieved, hopefully moving out of the
formate window. Additionally, simpler transition states such as the bridging water states in
Chapter 2 may also remove some of the noise in the transition state data, giving a cleaner picture
of the link between hydricity and barrier height.
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